Abstract. This paper is focused on the evaluation of listening test that was realized with a view to objectively annotate expressive speech recordings and further develop a limited domain expressive speech synthesis system. There are two main issues to face in this task. The first matter in issue to be taken into consideration is the fact that expressivity in speech has to be defined in some way. The second problem is that perception of expressive speech is a subjective question. However, for the purposes of expressive speech synthesis using unit selection algorithms, the expressive speech corpus has to be objectively and unambiguously annotated. At first, a classification of expressivity was determined making use of communicative functions. These are supposed to describe the type of expressivity and/or speaker's attitude. Further, to achieve objectivity at a significant level, a listening test with relatively high number of listeners was realized. The listeners were asked to mark sentences in the corpus using communicative functions. The aim of the test was to acquire a sufficient number of subjective annotations of the expressive recordings so that we would be able to create "objective" annotation. There are several methods to obtain objective evaluation from lots of subjective ones, two of them are presented.
Introduction
Current speech synthesis techniques are surely able to produce high quality and intelligible speech. However, if we are talking about artificial speech that should not be recognized from human speech, some kind of speaker's attitude have to be considered and incorporated in the speech production process. It means that some expressivity or emotions in accordance with the content of speech will for sure improve the perception of the communicated information by listeners. Perhaps, this issue is not so hot in terms of some information systems or call centers which also use synthesized speech but in tasks dealing with personal dialogues between a computer and a human it should be taken into consideration.
The task of general expressive speech synthesis within unlimited domain is so extensive and complex that it is beyond present technical capabilities. Therefore we need to limit this task somehow. We are speaking on dialogues between a computer and a human but it is not restrictive enough. Our task was determined as a dialogue between a senior and a computer and theme for conversations was set to reminiscing about personal photographs. It will be shown that this way the domain is limited enough to improve our current speech synthesis and to create an expressive speech synthesizer.
Since our current TTS system ARTIC [1] is corpus oriented and based on unit selection algorithms [2], the improvement of speech synthesis consists in speech corpus enhancement. Thus an expressive speech corpus was recorded and annotated using various categories of expressivity by means of a listening test. Reliability of such annotation was proved using measures of inter-listeners agreement.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 the expressive speech recording process is briefly described. The background, preparation works and settings of the performed listening test is shown in Section 3. In Section 4 we focused on the evaluation of the listening test with respect to credibility and reliability of the listeners. Finally, in Section 5, conclusions arising from the listening test results are drawn and future work is outlined.
On the Expressive Speech Corpus
To incorporate expressivity into our current TTS system, an expressive speech corpus was recorded and merged together with existing neutral one. Issues in this task include but are not limited to corpus design, corpus recording, description of expressivity that is supposed to be contained in the corpus and annotation of the expressive recordings using the defined expressivity categories. These issues are more discussed in the following sections.
Corpus Design
Since we are dealing with limited domain expressive speech synthesis, definition of the domain is necessary. The domain in this task was restricted to dialogues between seniors and a computer. Theme for these conversations was set to reminiscing about seniors' photographs. This limitation is already sufficient enough. To become familiar with these conversations, an extensive audiovisual database containing natural dialogues between seniors and a computer (applying 3D avatar -"talking head" [3] with a neutral TTS system) was recorded using Wizard of Oz method and manually transcribed. Process of database recording is presented in [4] . On the basis of the recorded database we got knowledge about how the natural dialogues develop, what the seniors like to talk about and what kind of expressivity is expected to be conveyed within the synthesized speech.
Corpus Recording
We have decided to proceed with the expressive corpus creation as follows. First, we hired a professional female speaker (stage-player) and instructed her not to express
